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Abstract. The usage of Information Technologies (IT), as well as data has increased over the 

years to improve businesses and human life generally thereby increasing productivity. In the 

health sector, Electronic Health Records (EHR) has helped in collecting demographic medical 

data which helps healthcare practitioners to provide quality health care. The EHR generates 

lots of medical data and are analyzed and processed to form big health data and sent to Agen-

cies, Government to influence decisions in improving quality of life and to predict or prevent 

premature deaths and disease development.  In this research work, we propose a model using 

lattice-based cryptography to encrypt health big data and deploy a decoy model which will be 

coined in fog computing facility to serve as honeypot or trap machine to attract attackers. 

Keywords: cloud computing, information security, fog computing, medical health records, 

post quantum cryptography. 

1.  Introduction 

Data and its transformation to information undergo several processes for it to be meaningful to the end 

users. Some of the processes involved in processing include retrieving/extracting, storing, and sending 

information from one end to another. The use of technology to transform the data digitally has in-

creased tremendously over the years making computers to take over the key activities in our day-to-

day lives [1][2]. Computers and other transmitting devices play key roles in transmitting data over 

secured channels [3]. Security of data from one node to another node during transmission would have 

been guaranteed, but with the emergence of internet and the need to make data accessible to all, has 

raised security concerns [4]. As a result, many new technologies evolved to improve the security of 

data where it is stored so that users can generally access data over secured public domains. The Health 

Sector play primary key role in profiling patients’ personal data to properly discharge quality health 

care. In view of this, the sector also joined the trend and is currently undergoing a dramatic and fun-

damental shift by digitizing health and patient data to predict disease outbreak and make better deci-

sions. 
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2.  Related works 

There exist several published researches that use the adoption of cloud computing as a solution to ex-

plore healthcare industry. [5] pointed out that EMR-based hospitals have little relevance because just 

about 10% of Nigerian hospitals can afford them, and most of these EMRs are remotely placed in the 

hospital's infrastructure rather than being moved to the cloud. Electronic Medical Records must be 

migrated to the cloud in order for consumers to have quick access to health care. Because human life 

is valuable and medical resources are limited, cloud-based healthcare services match a cost-effective 

concept in which patients and health organizations benefit from this new technology by improving 

patient quality of service through a distributed high-integrated platform, coordinating medical process-

es, and lowering IT infrastructure investment or maintenance costs, resulting in improved healthcare 

outcomes [6].  

[7] developed fine-grained encryption to safeguard individual info within an EMR, and with the 

proliferation of smart mobile devices, more patients and healthcare givers are turning to mobile devic-

es to access EMRs for faster record access. Each node, XML-based EMR, was exported to partially-

trusted cloud storage locations, or the patient's mobile device was used, according to an encryption 

engine. To make available self-protecting EMRs for mobile platforms using recent breakthroughs in 

attribute-based encryption, provider personnel acquire their ABE decryption keys with an online key 

server. The keys are manually provided and configured on hospital equipment. 

[3] carried out the development of an EMR system to help medical professionals in a typical Nige-

rian hospital automate their tasks. The design process entailed breaking down the system into modules 

and establishing the relationships between them. The goal of the research was to address the problems 

associated with paper-based records, such as insufficient physical storage space for cards in cases of a 

large number of patients, inconsistency in individual handwriting, and vulnerability to termite or other 

attacks. It is necessary to continue to use both as instruments for delivering high-quality, secure 

healthcare services. 

[8] carried out the development of a cloud-based EMR system that may be utilized to efficiently 

handle medical information sharing. A Central Database Server for all medical centers, a Unifier Inter-

face Middleware, and an Authentication Server make up this new system, which was built with ca-

pacity for reducing administrative bottlenecks, as well as, lowering the cost of healthcare delivery. The 

security of both EMR access and medical data sharing was not taken into account. 

[9] presented a secure EMR system that includes a cloud server, an ECC connection module, a 

smart card, as well as, portable devices. The ECC-based secured EMR provides increased security 

while reducing the amount of computation required on terminal devices. When security demands 

grow, the massive amount of processing required for encryption and decoding will use significantly 

more hardware resources. 

[10] presented a user authentication system based on location and biometrics, as well as a steganog-

raphy-based technique for embedding EHR data. The focus of future work will be on ensuring a se-

cure key exchange between all parties involved. 

[11] proposed fine-grained access control, taking into account, extra security factors, such as en-

cryption and digital signature, to safeguard the public from the danger of privacy violations by supply-

ing only the necessary information from the desired patient medical documents to authorized users 

using ABAC, a XACML, XML security measures for encryption and digital signature. Additional 

privacy-preserving features will be required for the model.  

[12] suggested an attribute-based access procedure for healthcare systems that ensures, only per-

mitted users have access to the system's requested resources by implementing policies and rules. In 

addition, we deal with emergency situations within this framework. The researcher showed how an 

emergency could be handled while maintaining patient privacy.  

[13] suggested a privacy-aware authentication scheme to protect patients' privacy, as well as a 

probabilistic strategy for detecting and blocking inference channels to prevent indirect data access. By 

computing the credibility of medical data using the beta and dirichlet reputation systems, the study 

addressed the weak status of privacy and trust control in EHR systems. For the preservation of medical 
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data in storage, no cryptographic scheme was explored. Besides, the suggested access control ap-

proach requires the implementation of a prototype. 

[14] presented a trust framework for information exchange in health care, particularly in mobile 

health care, with the goal of providing high-quality as well as efficient patient care. The designed 

model has two parts: the first calculates the amount of trust required for each user to share a given 

piece of information, and the second determines the (contextual) present level of trust. A comparison 

of the components would be used to make a decision about sharing information. This model, on the 

other hand, is just focused on access control regulations and cannot serve as a decision-making tool for 

the user. 

3.  Background to lattice cryptography 

To guarantee patients’ data availability, integrity and confidentiality, some researchers proposed so 

many measures in ensuring security and privacy of medical data. Some of the measures include Ac-

cess Control, Data Masking, Authentication, Monitoring, Auditing and Cryptography [15]. 

The use of cryptography has been proven over the years to be most effective in securing data over 

public networks. Cryptography is defined to be the art of transforming information into something 

unintelligible for anyone but the intended recipient [16]. This has been used for diplomatic, military, 

commercial and private communication, and historically for disguising religious texts. By scrambling 

the information in a given medical file/record, the original text, or plaintext, is converted into a coded 

equivalent, called cipher-text, which can only be deciphered (decrypted) by those who have a secret 

key [16][17]. 

 

 

Figure 1. Simple illustration of the cryptography process. 

 

A cryptosystem is an aggregation of protocols, algorithms and/or keys, which is capable of providing 

encryption, decryption, and related services. The algorithm, also known as a Cipher, is a collection of 

rules that governs the process of encrypting and decrypting, while the key is in essence, the secret val-

ue/piece of information required to encrypt and decrypt. A key is a sequence of random bits that the 

algorithm will utilize to increase the unpredictability of the encryption procedure. In order to com-

municate using encryption, two entities have to make use of the same algorithm and, in many cases, 

the same key [18].  Various crypto algorithms have been developed and deployed relatively well and 

can be broadly classified as Symmetric, Asymmetric and Hash Functions [19]. 

Symmetric (Private Key) Cryptography techniques (such as DES, 3DES, AES, or even Blowfish) 

encrypt and decrypt data using two copies of the same key. Asymmetric (public-key) cryptography 

schemes (such as RSA or ECC), on the other hand, employs public/private keys for encrypting and 

decrypting secret messages respectively. one-way hash-function that takes a variable-length message 

and returns a fixed-length string as the input message's hashed value. To produce a certificate with 

some kind of digital signature for confirming that the content of such an input message has not been 

altered, hashing techniques (such as MD5, SHA-1, SHA-2, or even SHA-256) are utilized.  However, 

all these crypto algorithms are susceptible to post-quantum attacks. This current paper utilizes a public 

key cryptography scheme (lattice crypto) that works based on the difficulty of solving difficult prob-

lems in lattice mathematics. 

Among all research areas of post-quantum cryptography, lattice-based cryptography attracts the 

greatest interest. Because it operates across very small integers, it ensures great security and efficien-

cy, making it ideal for IoT applications [20]. Simple manipulations involving matrices and vectors in 

certain rings or fields of short order are used in the computations. A lattice is a subsequence with a 
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pattern in an n-dimensional space. It is a set of points in an n-dimensional space with a periodic pat-

tern. 

This is easy to solve in a two-dimensional grid, but as the number of dimensions is increased, even 

a quantum computer cannot efficiently solve the problem. Given n linearly independent vectors b1, 

b2 , …, bn  ∈  Rn , the Lattice L  is defined as:  

L = {a1b1 + ⋯ + anbn | ai  ∈ Z} where the set (b1, b2, … , bn) is called a basis of the lattice. This can 

be written in a compact form [3]: 

𝐿(𝐵) = {𝐵𝑥 | 𝑥 ∈ 𝑍𝑛} 

Where: 

n - dimension, q – prime, P(x) – Polynomial, Ring, Rq ≔ Zq[x]/P(x), Zq
n ≡ The additive group of 

n-dimensional integer vectors mod q. 

This current paper proposes a framework that integrates lattice-based cryptography in preserving 

privacy of medical data in cloud repositories/channels or fog nodes. 

4.  Design of the proposed fog-based system for secure medical health records 

The proposed fog computing based medical data security system has two (2) major units; the first unit 

(cloud facility) contains the OMD in Cloud facility [21-22]. The second unit contains the decoy medi-

cal data storage facility, which is like (but it is not) the mirror image of the Original (actual) users’ 

Medical Data (OMD). The design of the second module (fog facility) will involve, the setting up and 

configuration of a virtual local server on a HP Laptop with iCore7 on Ubuntu Linux Operating System 

(OS) to serve as the Fog Computing facility [20][23]. Necessary or required configurations would be 

made and tested. Some data would be uploaded to compute the communication overhead and compu-

tational cost using these parameters (Memory Requirement, Latency, Bandwidth usage).  
 

 

Figure 2. Conceptual view of the proposed system. 

 

Users would be granted access according to their requests by their virtue of job functions. Privileges 

would be assigned to users for authentication and access to data according to their rights or specific 

roles. There will be room for users to choose from available options whether they want to classify 

documents (sensitive or non-sensitive). Using the fog computing as well as the decoy/honeypot con-

cepts/techniques, a Decoy MBD, which contains fake copies of medical data is created inside the first 

module. 

 
Website/Landing Page 
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To cater for the design of the Cloud Computing facility where the OMBD will reside, users will be 

prompted to choose from these three major categories of Cloud Computing Service Models, Software-

as-a-Service (SaaS), Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS), or Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS). This choice 

of category will determine the kind of Cloud Storage Provider (pCloud, Google Drive, Dropbox, Mi-

crosoft Onebox, or Amazon Drive) to be recommended [24-27]. 

The design of a user-friendly platform that will serve as interface for data administrators, medical 

researchers and other related paramedical personnel for easy access to load data to fog or cloud stor-

age. The platform will be web-based hosted on localhost/live server (bluehost) for a period time for 

the purpose of the research. A content management system, Joomla 3.9.15 was used to manage the 

contents of the website. 

A computer interface that defines interactions involving multiple software intermediaries is known 

as an application programming interface (API). Google Sign-in API, Crypto API and Google Cloud 

API on Google Cloud Platform will be integrated on the website. Google Sign-in API uses OAuth 2.0 

for authentication and authorization. This will enforce users to login to the platform using authentic 

email accounts.  The Crypto API will be designed using php and this is where our algorithms will be 

configured and installed. The Google Cloud API is a free platform that enables users to create, manage 

and migrate databases to the cloud. The Google Cloud API will be used to manage our databases in 

the cloud. These APIs except the Crypto API only work when hosted on a live server. Then verifica-

tion of the user takes place. As soon as a user is confirmed a legitimate user (by providing correct an-

swers to security questions or supplying a confirmation code), such user will be allowed to access 

his/her Original Medical Data (OMD). 

User privileges will be set up according to job roles and users will be categorized according to the 

use of the database they intended to work with. Users will be categorized into Primary Users, Second-

ary Users and Third-Party Users. Every other user will be treated as Guests. The Primary Users will be 

issued full access to the platform, and they will be referred to as Authors. The Secondary Users will be 

referred to as Editors while the Third-Party Users will be referred to as Managers. The user termed 

administrator is the IT personnel managing the site, its sole responsibility is to manage users and 

check the activities of all users. They have privileges to keep the system running and manage access 

keys; design models to secure data over secured transmission. The Author is the originator of the med-

ical data. Personnel include Medical Doctors/Practitioners in custodian of the health record. The Edi-

tor is like a government agency or researcher given access to work or analyze the original data. The 

User category entails the users of the analyzed data to make decisions. Insurance agency, Social Secu-

rity agency, patients belong to this category. The Manager is the owner of the hospital or healthcare 

facility. All other users not registered are categorized as Guest. 

Also, Hybrid User Profiling (Explicit and Implicit Profiles) is adopted to improve the strategy used 

for monitoring cloud access and detecting any unconventional/strange data access pattern by reducing 

the weaknesses and enhancing the strengths. Once unusual data access pattern is discovered from any 

user, such user is checked for possible blacklisting. Likewise, as a second security mechanism, the 

medical data in the OMD are encrypted. The legitimate user must supply a cryptographic key to de-

crypt. To minimize or even eliminate performance issues, a lightweight (based on lattice cryptog-

raphy) selective encryption approach is used. This selective encryption protocol is robust in security 

since it is resistant to common classical and quantum attacks [28-30]. Furthermore, not all data will be 

encrypted, as a result, just the information that requires additional protection is encrypted. This is ac-

complished by offering the user the option of encrypting his or her data completely, selectively, or not 

at all. 

The second module caters for configuration of the fog facility as a honeypot. This technique is 

classified as an illusion technique because it leads the attacker to believe that he or she has gained ac-

cess to the user's Medical Data (MD), when in fact it is only a decoy (and unimportant) piece of medi-

cal data. Once a user interacts with his/her account, the Decoy MD is first shown to him/her. This real-

ly means that, all users (authorized/unauthorized) are first directed to the Decoy MD at every attempt. 

Furthermore, for every file uploaded in the OMD, a replica of the file would be created in the DMD 
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using an algorithm that will add some bogus information to the decoy file which will serve as honey-

pot. Non-sensitive data will remain within the fog server while sensitive data would be sent to Health 

Cloud Server. A port will remain open on the Fog server so that attackers can have access to the decoy 

file to observe the behavioral pattern using these parameters (IP Address, bandwidth usage, Access 

time and date, Memory Usage, Power Consumption etc.). 

5.  Setup for the experiment 

The proposed system was built using .net framework, C# programming language, angular JS, with 

every unit built as a containerized application using docker, HTML 5, CSS, MSSQL, as well as Azure 

Cloud Service Provider to model a user-friendly EHR software with capacity for guaranteeing multi-

level privacy/security utilizing lattice crypto and user access control to patients’ personal info. The 

website was able to get several hits (the clicks on one of the webpages) between 15th November 2020 

and 15th December 2020 due to the COVID-19 pandemic. It was observed that, about 1,800 hits were 

recorded within a week, out of which about 741 (41%) download of the decoy files were made. 481 

(27%) attempts at reading and accepting the terms and conditions were made. Similarly, about 67% 

followed the correct user-registration procedure. More significantly, no unauthorized user was able to 

download the original file that was encrypted using the crypto-scheme. To allow for the testing and 

appraisal of the performance characteristics of the proposed privacy model, we independently devel-

oped cryptographic systems based on the ECC and lattice crypto algorithms. Tests were then conduct-

ed based on some standard metrics (such as, computation time, output size, throughput, and bandwidth 

consumption. It was observed that Lattice-based do confirm our speculations about being faster in 

terms of speed of encrypting and decrypting and does not involve complex mathematical calculations. 

However, our proposed system seems to handle large files better than the ECC-based system. This is 

probably because of the fact that, in lattice-based systems, calculations are performed using matrices 

as against the ECC-based systems where complexity of computation becomes exponential due to the 

number of hops it takes to compute the private keys. Therefore, lattice-based cryptosystem seems to be 

more efficient when dealing with big data. 

6.  Conclusion and recommendation 

Various systems have been developed for ensuring the security/privacy of communication over enter-

prise networks or even between client systems and cloud servers. Almost all of these have shortcom-

ings like inefficiencies and susceptibility to highly technical classical or even quantum threats/attacks 

[5][18]. Post-Quantum Cryptography is somewhat a new and interesting topic for researchers and the 

lattice cryptography scheme in particular offers desirable qualities like efficiency and resistance to 

common classical/quantum attacks with respect to communication or cloud computing security. This 

research has proposed a lightweight security system (cryptosystem) that will guarantee privacy of data 

and communication in both Classical and Post Quantum Computing era. 
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